Student Sustainability Committee Meeting Minutes  
February 7, 2018 4:15-5:15pm  
NSRC 358

Student Attendees: Nick Heyek, MJ Oviatt, Justin Vozzo, Adrian Chendra, Chen Zhang, Zishen Ye, Sarah Angelbeck, Rebecca Laurent, Ece Gulkirpik, Olivia Yu, Rebecca Ambresh

Advisor Attendees: Morgan White, Joseph Youakim, Cathy Liebowitz, Beverly Smith, Clara Bosak-Schroeder, Ximing Cai

Prior to meeting: Record B role for SSC marketing campaign video

1. (NICK) Vote in retreat minutes
2. (NICK) Landfill Tour Updates
   a. Valley View Landfill is located in Decatur, IL (one hour drive each way), so it’s a four-hour total commitment
   b. When/What day is a good time to attend? Most people aren’t able to attend
   c. Is this open to SSC exclusively or open to campus? Maybe open to the rest of campus depending on if the program occurs
3. (NICK) Scope Change – Filify 3D
   Unanimous in favor of funding an extra $2,000 to Filify 3D
4. (NICK) What programming are we hosting this spring?
   a. We’ve already committed to: Explore ACES (March 9/10); Short Sustainability Film Festival (February 24)
   b. We’ve gotten offers to host a film screening about sustainable transportation and a How-to-Ride-the-Bus event from Lily Wilcock.
      “Free to Ride” film from Ohio State that explains what would happen without the bus system?
      Comfortable moving forward with planning this event

SSC’s conference/forum?
   Postponing this event until Fall 2018

Series of discussions or workshop collaboration with the SSLC
   Where and when? Beginning of semester every year, make this your “first meeting” aka on Quad Day
   Waiting until SSLC is up and running

Sustainability LLC at LAR for pilot this spring
   Discuss broader sustainability topic on campus
   VC-External will organize this event

End of the year celebration
   Let’s talk sustainability, meet-and-greets at coffee shops, informal, picnic, BBQ?
SSC will host a SSC Potluck Picnic that focuses on gathering project teams and SSC supporters to celebrate everybody’s efforts

5. (NICK) Discussion about new working group structure
   a. Joint and structured working groups prior to a funding deadline
      i. All working group chairs attend one joint working group (instead of five separate ones) to help applicants turn an idea into a proposal